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ABSTRACT 

This thesis focuses on the study of failure detection and identification of an innovative 

multi-modular robot that has been designed and developed in our laboratory. The interest 

in this class of manipulators developed after Canada's participation in the development of 

the international space station. All the existing space based manipulators have exclusively 

revolute joints, providing rotational motions. However, our laboratory manipulator has 

combined revolute (rotational) and prismatic (translational) joints in each module. 

Several such modules are connected in series to form the multi-modular deployable 

manipulator system (MDMS), as desired. This innovative design has several advantages 

when compared with its counterparts; for example, reduced singular configurations, 

reduced dynamic interactions, and improved obstacle avoidance capability for a specified 

number of degrees of freedom. 

Structural failures of a robotic system are critical in remote and dangerous surroundings 

such as space, radioactive sites or areas of explosion or battle. During the course of a 

robotic undertaking if there is a malfunction or failure in the manipulator, still one would 

wish to have the task completed autonomously, without human intervention. A 

manipulator that accomplishes such tasks has to be highly reliable, safe, and cost 

effective, and must possess good maintainability and survival rate. In the present thesis, 

methodology is developed for identification of structural failures in the multi-modular 

manipulator system MDMS, which through the use of a decision-making strategy, 

effective control and kinematic redundancy is capable of satisfactorily executing the 

intended task in the presence of joint malfunction or failure. The Bayes hypothesis testing 

method is used to identify the failure. First, a possible set of failure modes is defined, and 

a hypothesis is associated with each considered failure mode. The most likely hypothesis 

is selected depending on the observations of the response of the manipulator and a 

suitable test. This test minimizes the maximum risk of accepting a false hypothesis and 

thus the identification methodology is considered as most optimal. This failure 

identification methodology is general and can be used for any failure detection strategy. 

In the present thesis, the physical MDMS is subjected to several critical failure scenarios 

in our laboratory. In particular we consider failure due to locked joint, freewheeling of the 

joint and the sensor failure. The results are studied to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

methodology for fault-tolerant operation of a class of robotic manipulators. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Preliminary Remarks 

The present thesis focuses on the study of failure detection and identification, and fault 

tolerant operation of an innovative multi-modular robot, the Multi-modular Deployable 

Manipulator System (MDMS), which has been designed and developed in our laboratory. 

In particular, Bayesian hypothesis testing is used to identify the failures in the MDMS. 

The work has a significant experimental component where the physical MDMS is 

subjected to several critical failure scenarios in our laboratory. The present work is an 

extension to the past work in our group, which has used analysis and computer simulation 

[27]. 

The physical MDMS was designed and developed in our laboratory (Industrial 

Automation Laboratory—IAL) at the University of British Columbia. The related interest 

in the study of robotic arms was generated due to the involvement of Canada in the 

development of the International Space Station (ISS) in cooperation with other countries. 

All the existing space based manipulators have exclusively revolute joints, providing 

rotational motions. However, our laboratory manipulator has combined revolute 

(rotational) and prismatic (translational) joints in each module. Several such modules are 

connected in series to form the MDMS, as desired. This innovative design has several 

advantages when compared with its counterparts. Several traditional robotic systems are 

presented next. Figure 1-1 presents a picture of Canadarm, which was Canada's first 

contribution to the ISS. This has a multiple revolute joints each with a rotary (slewing) 

motion. The robotic pump, shown in Figure 1-2, in a Cartesian manipulator, which has 

exclusively prismatic joints generating translatory motion. The humanoid robot ASIMO 

Figure 1-3, which has been developed by the Japanese company Honda, has revolute 

(slew) joints only. In these examples we observe that the robotic structure provides a 

single movement (rotational or translational) in each joint/link. 
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Wrist Pitch W r i s l C t r ™ 
Joint &L ,9h< 

Jettison Subsystem 

MPM: Manipulator Positioning Mechanism 

MRL: Manipulator Retention Latch 

Note: RMS Jettison Interface is at the 
base of MPM Longeron 

Figure 1-1: Canadarm 

The figure has been removed because of 

copyright restrictions. The figure is of 

ASIMO humanoid that has purely 

revolute joints to manipulate the task. 

The figure can be found on 

www.honda.com under Inspiration. 

Figure 1-2: Shell Pump in California2 Figure 1-3: ASIMO by Honda 

Our laboratory designed and developed model has prismatic (telescopic) movement 

besides revolute joint movement for each unit. Thus providing two degree of freedom to 

each unit. It should be noted that revolute-joint manipulators with deployable links (i.e., 

hybrid manipulators consisting of revolute and prismatic joints) have several advantages. 

1 Courtesy MDA & Canadian Space Agency, 2008 
2 Courtesy ise.bc.ca ; Reference: ISE 

http://www.honda.com


This novel design possesses several attractive features in dynamics and control as it 

provides reduced number of singular configurations, reduced dynamic interactions and 

improved obstacle-avoidance capability for a specified number of degree of freedom. The 

uniqueness of the MDMS, developed in our laboratory is that unlike its counterparts, 

each module of the arm comprises a revolute-prismatic joint, providing two types of 

motion: rotational and translational. The MDMS has been shown to have several 

advantages over the contemporary manipulators with purely revolute joints and the same 

number of links. The main advantages are: 

• Simpler decision making requirements 

• Reduced inertia coupling or dynamic interaction 

• Better capability to avoid obstacles 

• Reduced number of singular positions 

1.2 Objectives 

Research has been performed in our laboratory on the dynamics and control of 

manipulators, particularly MDMS [21, 6, 28, 4, 11]. Some analytical developments and 

computer simulations have been done as well on the fault diagnosis of robotic 

manipulators. The work presented in the present thesis takes a primarily experimental 

emphasis on the subject of fault-tolerant operation of MDMS. 

Consider the failure of one of the joints of a robotic manipulator in the critical task in a 

space mission or cleaning of a nuclear power plant. The results could be drastic, and as a 

result it is very critical to study the subject of fault-tolerant operation of robotic 

manipulators, with the emphasis on taking appropriate corrective action in the event of 

the failure of one or more joints. The thesis will present the analytical development of an 

approach for the detection and diagnosis of structural failures of the MDMS. It will 

describe the physical MDMS and the experimental set up developed in our laboratory for 

the present investigation. The developed techniques will be experimentally tested to 

assess their performance. 
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Fault tolerance in robotics and other automation systems has been gaining attention in the 

research community. This arises due to the importance of the reliability of equipment as 

they become increasingly complex, autonomous, and mission critical. The study of fault 

diagnosis can be categorized into three basic areas: fault detection, fault identification, 

and system recovery. The desirable objective is to detect and identify a fault or a failure 

mode in a system and to continue the execution of the specified tasks in a satisfactory 

manner without the need of human intervention. This ultimately results in higher system 

reliability, better maintainability, improved survivability, increased efficiency, and 

greater cost effectiveness. 

There are several types of structural failure of robotic manipulators, which are important 

in the present study, including total failure or partial failure. In particular, 

The total failure may result due to: 

Locked joint - as a result of jamming of bearings and or transmission 

Free swinging of a joint - as a result of breakage of gears, disengagement of 

transmission, etc. 

The partial failure may result due to: 

Slip in joint coupling - as a result of increased backlash, partial disengagement 

of transmission, wear out or any malfunction 

High resistance in joint motion - due to misalignment in transmission and/or 

bearings, lubrication, wear and tear, etc. 

Increased vibration - due to backlash in gears, malfunction of gear, bearings, 

etc. 

The method of failure identification that is used in the present is based on Bayes 

hypothesis testing. First, a possible set of failure modes is defined, and a hypothesis is 

associated with each considered failure mode. The most likely hypothesis is selected 

depending on the observation (sensor-based monitoring) of the actual response of the 

manipulator, and application of a suitable test. The test minimizes the maximum risk of 

accepting a false hypothesis, and accordingly the identification methodology is 

considered optimal. The developed failure identification methodology is a general one 

and any structural failure mode may be included in the detection strategy. The objective 

of satisfactorily completing a given robotic task is achieved through analytical modeling, 

control and failure identification methodology, which are somewhat general. 
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Robotic manipulators play an important role in space exploration and various other 

critical operations such as cleaning of radioactive locations and similarly hazardous 

environments. Due to advancements in the robotic technologies and as the required 

robotic task becomes more critical, the system reliability becomes increasingly important. 

The need for fault tolerance in the field of robotics is gaining increased attention in the 

research community. Most space manipulators in use like Canadarm and Canadarm2 that 

have seven degrees of revolute mobility and working in three-dimensional space it has 

one redundant degree of mobility for performing an intended task. Similarly many other 

manipulators have revolute joints only and possess kinematic redundancies. 

The main objective of the present thesis is to carry out an experimental investigation of 

structural failure identification and fault-tolerant control of the MDMS developed by us. 

Modes of structural failure of the MDMS will be studied, a method of failure diagnosis 

will be applied, and experiments will be carried out to study the identification of these 

modes of failure. The cases considered are failure of revolute joint or prismatic joint, and 

sensor failure. The prototype MDMS in our laboratory consists of four modules 

connected in series. Each module has an integrated revolute and a prismatic joint and is 

free to move in the horizontal plane. As a result it possesses eight degrees of freedom. In 

order to locate a general point in a plane only two generalized coordinates (or degrees of 

freedom) are required. Furthermore, to orient the end effector on the plane, an additional 

degree of freedom is needed. Hence there are five degrees of kinematic redundancy in the 

manipulators. This redundancy can be used to optimize a design criterion such as 

handling of singularity, avoiding of obstacles, minimization of reaction forces, torques 

and dynamic interactions, and so on [9]. Another advantage of redundancy is coping with 

structural failures in robotic joints. This is very important requirement in space missions 

as it is very difficult to carry out repairs on a space robot once it is launched. Similar 

problems are faced when working with a faulty robot in a hazardous environment. Hence 

it is very imperative that methodology is in place to correctly and quickly identify any 

existing failures of a robotic manipulator, take appropriate corrective actions, and 

complete the robotic task through proper control possibly with the remaining redundant 

degrees of freedom without the requirement of human intervention. 

In view of these considerations, it is imperative that we gain confidence in the MDMS 

designed in our laboratory, before it can be used in a practical environment. The 

simulation study that was conducted out in [27] has been an important step in this 
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direction. In particular, it has been shown through computer simulation that the MDMS is 

able to attain the target position in case of a failure. However, it is necessary to take it a 

step further, implement the methodology of fault tolerance in the physical MDMS, and 

test its performance under realistic practical scenarios. This is the focus of the present 

thesis. In reality, the physical manipulator system will be out in the field and exposed to 

hazards that may be unknown or incompletely known, which could malfunction or failure 

of one or more of the robot movements. 

In the present work, it is attempted to achieve the fault tolerance of physical robots 

having some level of kinematic redundancy by implementing an affective method of fault 

diagnosis and a complementary method of control and operation in the presence of partial 

failure. The important failure modes have been identified previously. In the current study, 

the real failure modes such as sensor failure, locking of joint and free wheeling caused by 

power snap due to say entanglement of wires, are incorporated. The connecting wires can 

get snapped resulting in a disruption of electrical power for the robot. By causing each 

mode of failure that is considered in the present study, it is found that the earlier results of 

computer simulation are not valid in some situations. That is, the manipulator system is 

able to achieve the target, under failure, only in some cases. As a result, acceptable 

performance of faulty manipulators cannot be guaranteed in totality, even with good 

control. Further analysis, testing, and enhancement will be required, perhaps in relation to 

other failure situations. The present study gives a better insight into the physical 

manipulator system, MDMS, which will contribute toward fault tolerant operation of the 

system under different scenarios of operation. 

1.3 Review of Literature 

For many decades, scientists have been studying the role of robotic models in various 

applications, including space-based robotics. Several groups have carried out research on 

the dynamics and control of orbiting platform-based manipulators since the late 1970s. 

De Silva studied a kinematically redundant manipulator, which can optimize its 

performance in space applications, in the 1980s [9]. Maron and Modi proposed a new 

design of manipulator with combined movement of slew and deployment similar to the 

one in the present study in the 1990s [19]. Planar dynamics and control of a single-unit 

mobile manipulator with rigid links and flexible joints, located on an orbiting flexible 

platform, have been investigated. Results have shown significant coupling effects 
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between the platform and the manipulator dynamics. Control of the system during 

tracking of a specified trajectory, using the computed torques technique, proved to be 

quite successful. Modi et al. [21] and Hokamoto et al. [14, 15, 16] extended the study to 

the multi-module configuration, referred to as the Variable Geometry Mobile 

Manipulator and the Mobile Deployable Manipulator System, respectively. The model 

includes an arbitrary number of modules and accounts for flexibilities in the joints as well 

as the links. A relatively general formulation for three-dimensional dynamics of the 

system in orbit was the focus of the study by Modi et al., while Hokamoto et al. explored 

a free flying configuration. More recently, Hokamoto et al. [13] studied the control of the 

Mobile Deployable Manipulator with an arbitrary number of modules, each with two 

flexible links: one of them free to slew and the other deployable. They developed a 

numerical procedure for the inverse kinematics of the system and demonstrated that 

trajectory control of the end-effector using the resolved acceleration approach was quite 

successful even in the presence of flexibility. Pradhan et al. [22] reported an elegant 

procedure for the O(N) formulation describing the three-dimensional motion of a 

system, in a tree topology, using the Lagrangian approach. The objective was to reduce 

the number of operations needed for the dynamic computations of an TV-joint manipulator 

to be linear in N. Caron extended the O(N) procedure to account for system flexibility as 

well as deployable links, and applied it to study planar dynamics as well as control of a 

formidable multi-module deployable manipulator system [5]. The dynamical parametric 

study in [6] clearly showed complex interactions between flexibility, librational 

dynamics, and manipulator manoeuvres. Dynamicists have been consistently interested in 

the discretization procedure that would satisfactorily capture the effect of system 

flexibility. Zhang et al. [28] attempted to address this issue by: 

Assessing the effect of the number of modes on the response of a single module 

manipulator, located on an orbiting flexible platform, during a prescribed 

manoeuvre; 

Studying the effects of variation in flexibility of the revolute joints as well as 

slewing and deployable links; 

Varying the speed of manoeuvre. 

Results showed that the fundamental mode of vibration was able to capture the system 

response quite accurately. The joint flexibility as well as the speed of manoeuvre 
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substantially affected the system response. However, the effect of link flexibility was 

relatively negligible. Of particular significance is the recent contribution by Chen [7]. For 

the first time he developed an O(N) formulation for the three-dimensional dynamics of 

an orbiting flexible manipulator, with an arbitrary number of modules, traversing a 

flexible platform. He illustrated the application of the formulation by studying the 

dynamics of a multi-module system in the plane of the orbit. Control of the rigid degrees 

of freedom for a single-module manipulator using the Feedback Linearization Technique 

(FLT) was also investigated. 

The use of kinematic redundancy of a space manipulator for the minimization of dynamic 

interactions and particularly the loads transmitted between the manipulator base and the 

space structure has been analytically developed and verified by De Silva [9]. His method 

uses proper design of the trajectory of the robot and the formulation of the inverse 

kinematics of a general redundant manipulator, to minimize the loads transmitted 

between the manipulator and the supporting structure. The approach has been applied to a 

practical space manipulator system. The FLT is a very popular approach for the control 

of highly non-linear systems over a large operating range. Applications of this approach 

to robotic manipulator has been formulated and demonstrated by de Silva and 

MacFarlane in the 1980s [10]. Subsequently, De Silva developed a computationally 

efficient recursive approach based on FLT to linearize and decouple a manipulator 

system for effective control [8]. 

With respect to the failure in a robotic system, Ting et al. investigated internal shock 

phenomena due to the failure of joint actuation and a recovery algorithm for both serial 

and parallel mechanisms under such circumstances [25]. The recovery algorithm 

generated attempts to reduce the internal shock at the time of failure. Alekseev et al. 

applied an observer-based approach to solve the problems of on-line failure detection in 

thrusters and sensors of remotely operated vehicle (ROV). A bank of single-output 

reduced-order adaptive observers was used, with each observer estimating only one 

measurable variable whose real value was obtained by using the actual sensor under 

diagnosis [1]. Kimura et al. in 1998 suggested an autonomous control algorithm for 

hyper-redundant manipulators that use parallel processing with low performance 

processors to achieve adaptation to partial failure in space robotics [18]. Here several 

manipulator joints were locked at a certain angle, in computer simulation, and the 

adaptability of the control algorithm to these failures was assessed. It was found that a 
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positioning task could be completed with the control algorithm and the success rate was 

more than 90%. In the years to come Shin and Lee presented a fault detection strategy 

and a robust fault recovery control scheme for robot manipulators to overcome actuator 

failures [23]. The free-swinging joint failure that caused loss of torque at the joint was 

considered. To identify faults in a wheeled robot, Goel et al. proposed a method of 

adaptive estimation. It predicted the outcome of several faults and collectively learnt 

about the failure pattern [12]. Each of the multiple parallel Kalman Filter (KF) estimators 

was tuned to a particular fault and predicted the expected values for the sensor readings. 

The difference between the estimated signals and the actual sensor readings was 

processed by a back propagation neural network [2] and the relevant fault was identified. 

1.4 Scope of the Investigation 

The objective of the current thesis is to study failure detection and identification and fault 

tolerant operation of an innovative multi-modular robot, the MDMS. In particular, 

Bayesian hypothesis testing is used to identify the failures in the MDMS. The work has a 

significant experimental component where the physical MDMS is subjected to several 

critical failure scenarios in our laboratory. The present work is an extension to the past 

work in our group, which has used analysis and computer simulation [27]. 

The prototype of the MDMS with four modules has been designed and developed in our 

laboratory. The computer simulations have been carried out for MDMS based on a 

general system model of a serial manipulator system with an arbitrary number (N ) of 

modules. Each module in the manipulator is capable of performing both revolute (angular 

motion) and telescopic (translatory motion) operations. This is achieved by two separate 

motors one for rotating the link and the other for changing the link length. The automatic 

control of the manipulator system is carried out by implementing two control methods: 

proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control and FLT. Proper operation and control are 

preconditions for intended satisfactory operation of MDMS under structural failure. To 

achieve this end objective, first the developed control program of the robot is tested and 

verified. Computer simulations have been carried out with several failure modes; 

specifically, sensor failure, freewheeling, and locked joint. The performance needs to be 

studied for its authenticity, particularly requiring experimental investigation under 

practical, real world scenarios. The stage is set for this in Chapter 1. 
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In Chapter 2, a detailed study is presented on the robotic model developed in the 

laboratory. The developed manipulator system has four modules (units) connected in 

series, each capable of rotating and also providing translatory motion. The MDMS in our 

laboratory provides planar motions, which can represent operation under zero gravity 

situations in space. The governing equations of motion for a MDMS using Lagrangian 

procedure and O(N) approach are outlined. 

In Chapter 3, the attention is on the development of a failure detection and identification 

strategy for the MDMS. It is based on Bayesian hypothesis testing and is combined with 

a bank of Kalman filters for optimally estimating the response of the manipulator under 

various failure modes. Analytical development of the approach for failure detection and 

identification as well as response estimation is presented. Further to this, the numerical 

models that simulate three different failure modes are obtained. 

In Chapter 4, the physical manipulator is tested for real failure scenario and results are 

studied. This is done with the objective of verifying the results from computer 

simulations and to gain confidence in the physical robotic system and its control system. 

It is confirmed that only in some failure modes can the manipulator system successfully 

complete a targeting and pointing task in the event that a telescopic arm gets locked or in 

case there is a sensor failure. The implications are addressed. 

Chapter 5 is the concluding chapter of the thesis. It summarizes the significance of the 

thesis, outlines the main contributions, and suggests possible future avenues for further 

work on the subject. 

A bibliography of relevant literature is provided and the parameter values of the physical 

MDMS are given. 
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CHAPTER 2 EXPERIMENTAL ROBOTIC SYSTEM 

2.1 Introduction 

Typically a robot consists of several joints/links, and each joint has one degree of freedom. A 

joint may provide a rotational (or slew) movement—a revolute joint; or may provide a 

translatory (or deployable or telescopic) movement—a prismatic joint. When there is a failure in 

the movement of a joint/link then that link is unable to actively contribute to a specified robotic 

task. Since a joint corresponds to a degree of freedom, if there are more joints than the number of 

degrees of freedom needed to carry out a task, the robot is said to have redundant kinematics. If a 

robot possesses redundant kinematics, if a joint fails, the required movement of the 

corresponding link can be taken up or compensated by other links, through proper control of the 

robot. 

To reach a target point in a plane only two generalized coordinates or degree of freedom are 

needed. To position an object in a specified direction on the plane, a further degree of freedom is 

needed. If a robot has more than three degrees of freedom, the redundant degrees of freedom, for 

planar tasks, can be used to optimize a design criterion such as singularity handling, joint torque 

minimization, obstacle avoidance and dynamic interaction minimization. Another criterion that 

can be handled through kinematic redundancy is adaptation to structural failure, which is the 

focus of the present thesis. As the manipulators are used in varied environments that could be 

hazardous or too remote for human access; for example, a "rover" robot on the surface of planet 

Mars, the required robotic tasks become more and more critical and call for highly reliable 

robotic manipulators. In the same context, fault tolerant robotic manipulators are desired. 

Proper operation and control with capabilities of fault tolerance are the basic requirements for 

desired performance of the Multi-modular Deployable Manipulator System (MDMS), which has 

been developed by us in the Industrial Automation Laboratory. Ideally, the MDMS must be able 

to detect and identify a fault or a failure mode in it and must continue to perform the specified 

task in a satisfactory manner without the need for human intervention. Experimental 

investigation of this aspect is the focus of the present thesis. This will result in higher reliability, 

better maintainability, improved survivability, higher efficiency and cost effectiveness in the 

MDMS. 
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2.2 Physical Robotic System 

The conventional manipulators have joints/links each with a single degree of freedom. Typically, 

each link is capable of performing one movement (i.e., one degree of freedom). The working 

prototype of MDMS, as developed in our laboratory, is different from the conventional types of 

manipulators. The prototype MDMS has four units or modules, each unit having two joints, one 

capable of slewing (revolute joint) while the other permitted to deploy and retract (prismatic 

joint). Thus the model has eight degrees of freedom. This prototype robotic system, complete 

with its control system, is somewhat unique and is capable of real time control and 

experimentation. The mobile base of the prototype MDMS is sketched in Figure 2-1. This is 

similar to moving base such as robotic arm mounted on a space station or satellite. Each unit is 

provided with mechanisms to achieve telescopic as well slew movements. Each module has two 

motors to achieve the two movements. The rotational motion is achieved by a revolute joint 

actuated by a DC servomotor with harmonic drive gearing. This link is hollow and carries 

another link driven by a second DC motor. This second linear motion of deployment or retrieval 

of links is performed by this DC motor, which is a ball screw linear actuator within the first link. 

This way, each single module of the manipulator system is capable of providing both slew 

motion and deployable (prismatic or telescopic) motion. Each module is supported by a rolling 

support made up of aluminium plate on which three ball transfers are installed. This facilitates 

movement of links with minimum friction on the horizontal surface. This also reduces the inertial 

forces and moment about each revolute joint. The links used are rigid while the revolute joints 

are known to possess some flexibility due to harmonic drive gearing in the motors. The revolute 

joint of the next unit of the module is attached to the prismatic joint of the first module. The 

schematic layout of the manipulator is shown in Figure 2-2. The prototype manipulator that is 

used in the present study has four modules/units, the AutoCAD version of the layout of which is 

shown in Figure 2-3. 
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It should be stated that the experiments of the present thesis are carried out using only two 

modules of the manipulator, operating in the horizontal plane. The system is allowed to move 

freely on a horizontal plane, and hence the gravitational component of the dynamic forces is 

zero. This movement can be considered as similar to that in space with zero gravity. Thus this 

innovative design has received relatively less attention in ground-based applications but has been 

investigated considerably for space-based applications. 

The prototype MDMS designed and developed in our laboratory is shown in Figure 2-4, which 

consists of four two-degree-of-freedom modules. 

Figure 2-4 : The MDMS System Developed in Our Laboratory 

Each manipulator module has a prismatic joint providing translatory movement, and a revolute 

providing rotary movement. For the experimental studies of the present thesis only two modules 

are used. Thus the experimental system has four degrees of freedom. To locate the manipulator 

tip any target point on the task plane, only two degrees of freedom are needed. However, to point 

the tip of the manipulator in a specified direction in addition to reaching a specified point on the 

plane, a total of three degrees of freedom are required. 

The various parametric values of the constructed prototype manipulator are listed in Appendix 

I. 
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2.3 Design Requirements and Criteria 
The design requirements for the prototype manipulator developed in our laboratory are: 

• Eight-axis planar robotic manipulator with four modules, each consisting of one slewing 

joint and one deployable joint; 

• Full circle slewing motion for the first revolute joint at the base; 

• Rolling supports for the manipulator; 

• Acceleration of 0.08 m/s2 at design payload of 5kg; 

• Maximum extension of 15 cm for each deployable link; 

• Maximum slew speed of 607s; 

• Maximum deployment speed of 4 cm/s; 

• PC based system on which different control strategies can be implemented. 

With an eight-degree-of-freedom manipulator working in a plane, the kinematic redundancy 

available to the manipulator would permit satisfactory operation even with joint failure. The 

rolling supports are important because the length of the manipulator induces a higher loading 

factor at each unit as well as at the base. This could affect the performance of the actuators, and 

even damage them. The slew and deployment speeds are comparable to the motions in a space 

environment. 

The basics design criteria are: 

• Essentially rigid links; 

• Reduced size, weight and inertia compared to a previous two-module version; 

• Minimum machining, so that the machine shop time could be minimized; 

• Ease of construction and assembly of the modules. 

Keeping the rigidity of the links in mind it has been very important to keep the manipulator mass 

as small as possible. Any additional mass of the system would add to the inertia thus adversely 

affecting the performance of the system. Besides, the mechanical and electrical components have 

been chosen based on their performance characteristics like speed, accuracy, reliability and 

robustness. 

The two main parts of the developed prototype robotic manipulator are the manipulator 

mechanical structure and its control system. The manipulator has been constructed using two 

types of components: 

1. Supplied by outside manufacturers; see Appendix I of [26]; 
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2. Designed and machined in-house in the machine shop of the Department of Mechanical 

Engineering, University of British Columbia 

Basically the prototype manipulator developed by us consists of: 

• Rotary actuators with sensors for the revolute joints; 

• Linear actuators with sensors for the prismatic joints; 

• Rolling supports for the manipulator; 

• Test bench for the workspace of the manipulator; 

• Bearings and shaft couplings; 

• Mounting brackets and connecting components. 

The control system comprises: 

• Amplifiers and power supplies; 

• Motion control interface cards; 

• Computer software for programming the controllers (C++). 

For our prototype, electric drives were selected compared to hydraulic or pneumatic actuators, as 

they are lighter and easier to control. In fact in the space-station robot Canadarm, and in many 

other robotic applications, electric drives are used for revolute joint actuators. Out of the various 

revolute joint drives available, harmonic drive gearing actuator is selected over other options 

available. DC servomotor with gearhead has a backlash of about 10 to 20 arc minutes, which 

contributes to the nonlinearity of the system and challenges the controller. The mounting of a 

gearhead needs an adapter, which increases the weight and length of the actuator thereby 

violating the design criterion on the system mass. Direct drive servomotor, however, eliminates 

the problem of gear backlash and installation complexity. But, their size and weight do not meet 

the design criteria besides being very expensive, compared to the earlier option. Harmonic drive 

gearing actuator has various advantages such as zero backlash, high positional accuracy and 

stiffness. These actuators provide precise motion control and large torque capacity in very 

compact packages. The integral package contains a servomotor, a harmonic drive gearhead, a 

tachometer and /or an optical encoder. Furthermore the option of flange output provides a flat 

surface for mounting the brackets directly to which the deployable link unit can be connected. 

For prismatic motion, the linear servomotor is good option as it has no backlash because of direct 

drive operation, smooth motion because of the absence of contacting surfaces to cause friction 

and stick-slip behaviour; i.e., minimal wear, no need for lubrication, requiring virtually no 

maintenance. However these motors are intended for high-speed and high-acceleration 
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applications. Also the assembly requires magnetic iron that defies the design requirements. The 

linear servomotor has low thrust. In comparison, linear actuators with ball-screws are preferred. 

It consists of a rotary servomotor, ball-screw and nut, a deploying shaft and an encoder. It is 

called Pulse Power I (PPI) linear actuator and can apply up to 400 N (90 pounds) of thrust with a 

standard motor. The model has been constructed with the assistance of highly qualified 

technicians. 

2.4 Computer Control System 

The components of the motion control system of the manipulator include an IBM compatible 

host computer, motion control interface board, power amplifiers, DC servomotors as actuators 

and optical encoders as feedback sensors. The actuators and optical encoders are connected to the 

8-axis ISA bus servo I/O card and amplifiers, which interface the robotic manipulator with a PC 

compatible computer. This way one can have N modules in the MDMS. Figure 2-5 shows a 

schematic diagram of the servo control system. Only one axis is shown for clarity. The rationale 

for selection of specific hardware components is discussed in the following sections. 

2.4.1 Optical Encoders 

Optical encoders that come integral with the servomotors are used as the feedback devices for the 

control system. They are digital transducers, thus the analog to digital conversion, which may 

lead to quantization error, is eliminated. The optical methodology resulting in the no contact 

feature with rotating discs makes the device durable and almost maintenance free. The output 

signal from the encoder is available as the number of pulses. It relates to the position of the rotor, 

and hence the slew motion of the manipulator module as well as the position of the deployable 

link can be determined. The standard resolution of the unit, with a harmonic drive gearing 

actuator, is 1000 PPR (pulses per revolution). Since the actuators have the same gear ratio, 

identical encoders are used for the four revolute joints giving the same resolution at the output 

shaft. 
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As for the linear actuators, the standard encoder resolution is 500 PPR. Therefore, with a screw 

lead of 3 mm, the smallest linear motion that can be measured is 0.006 mm. The signal giving the 

number of encoder pulses can be measured directly through the quadrature encoder inputs on the 

motion control interface board. 

2.4.2 Motion Control Interface Board 

Motion control interface cards, for communications between the manipulator and the computer, 

are chosen based on the type of actuators and sensors selected for our prototype MDMS. To 

implement different control algorithms on the prototype robotic manipulator system, an open 

architecture real-time control system is desired. With the real-time control system, the robotic 

manipulator will be required to complete certain tasks within a period of time. Therefore, it is 

important not only to complete the task, but also to perform it within a prescribed time. The two 

options considered are the motion control interface cards for a digital signal processing (DSP)-

based and a PC-based system. With the DSP-based card, a DSP chip or board is required and this 

would increase the total cost. The processor is used to perform computations necessary to 

properly control the motor. The conventional thinking has been that the DSP chip is necessary 

because the main CPU in the PC does not have the processing power to perform the calculations 

in a reasonable amount of time. This is not true with powerful computers today. Moreover for 

many applications, an update rate of 1 millisecond is more than sufficient, and this makes an on

board processor unnecessary for most applications. 

Based on these considerations, the C-based motion control interface card, MFIO-3A from 

Precision MicroDynamics Inc. (PMDI) appeared attractive. The MFIO-3A has three channels of 

16-bit D/A converters, three quadrature decoder channels, 24 digital I/O channels, a 

programmable interval timer and a watchdog timer. However, for our 8-axis manipulator system, 

three MFIO-3A cards would be required. It is desirable to use one board that can provide 

adequate number of channels rather than having a bank of several cards. After some search, an 8-

axis ISA bus servo I/O motion control card from Servo To Go Inc. [Refer Appendix I of 26] was 

selected. It is a PC based motion control board, which operates on the ISA bus of the computer. 

This card has similar functionality as the MFIO-3A board, but has more axes and is less 

expensive. The input/output only approach of this board opens the system to other servo 

algorithms and control experimentation. With the Windows NT drivers available with the I/O 

board, the 8-axis ISA bus servo I/O card was selected to operate and control our manipulator in 

real-time. 
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2.4.3 Servo Amplifiers and Power Supplies 

Servo amplifiers are selected based on the power of the selected servo actuators. Two types of 

amplifiers were considered: linear amplifiers and pulse width modulation (PWM) amplifiers. The 

PWM amplifiers were selected because: 

• Linear amplifiers are generally more expensive; 

• Linear amplifiers are meant for noise sensitive applications; 

• PWM amplifiers are technologically more advanced; 

• Power wastage, inefficiency, and thermal problems (overheating) are problems for linear 

amplifiers. 

Model 12A8 25A Series servo amplifiers from Advanced Motion Control in Camarillo, CA were 

selected. These PWM servo amplifiers are designed to drive brushed DC motors. Eight of them 

are required for our 8-axis manipulator. Series PS1600W unregulated power supply, which is 

designed to complement the selected amplifiers, was also selected. Two units of power supplies 

are required since each can operate a maximum of six amplifiers. 

2.4.4 Control System 

Components of the control system are schematically shown in Figure 2-6. Here SI and Dl 

denote the slewing and deploy able joints of module 1, respectively. The interface cards between 

the manipulator and the computer acquire position readings from the encoders, and send them to 

the control program that generates control actions. The commands are conveyed to the actuators 

also through the interface cards. The numerical data for the prototype robotic manipulator 

developed in our laboratory are listed in Appendix I. 
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2.5 Advantages 

The prototype robotic system developed in our laboratory, which is under study in the present 

thesis, has several key features. They are listed below: 

a) The system is ground-based planar robot and has a mobile base. 

b) Each manipulator unit (module) comprises of two links: one link is free to slew (revolute 

joint) and carries the other link, which is deployable (prismatic joint). The prismatic link 

is able to deploy and retrieve. The revolute joint of the second module is connected to the 

prismatic joint of the first module. Each module has two degrees of freedom. 

c) The links are considered rigid while the revolute joint is known to possess some degree 

of flexibility. The flexibility in the joint is contributed primarily by the harmonic drive 

gearing in the motor of the revolute joint. 

d) There is damping in the flexible joints and the payload. This may be represented by 

Rayleigh's dissipation function, in the dynamic model. 

The MDMS is characterized by the fact that each module has two degrees of freedom, provided 

by a revolute joint and a deployable link. This is in contrast to common robotic arms, particularly 

space-based robots, which have exclusively revolute joints or exclusively prismatic joints. The 

MDMS is also considered a hybrid manipulator as it possesses both revolute and prismatic joints. 

They have many important advantages over their contemporary cousins with the same number of 

links. Some of the advantages are listed below: 

• Reduced inertia coupling 

• Better capability to avoid obstacles 

• Simpler decision making requirements 

• Reduced number of singularities 

This design idea has been implemented in some practical applications albeit in simplified 

version. Some of these examples are listed below: 

• Underground storage tank telescopic arm by Numet Engineering in Ontario Figure 2-7 

• Hydraulic excavators and forestry machineries used by various construction and heavy 

machinery manufacturers Figure 2-8 

• Forestry equipment Figure 2-9 
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Figure 2-7: Underground Arm by Numet Engineering" 

Figure 2-8: Hydraulic Excavators4 

Courtesy www.numet.com 
4 Courtesy www.volvo.com 
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The figure has been removed because of copyright restrictions. The figure is of 

timber handling wheeled forestry equipment that has both revolute and prismatic 

joints to manipulate the handling. The figure can be found on www.cat.com under 

forestry equipment. 

Figure 2-9: Forestry Equipment 

2.6 Manipulator Model 

The MDMS developed in our laboratory can benefit from an accurate dynamic model, in its 

analysis, simulation and control. Such a model has been developed, which is rather general and 

applicable to a variety of ground-based systems that have fixed or variable link lengths and 

combinations of revolute and/or prismatic movements. The governing model equations are 

developed through the Lagrangian approach with specified coordinate motions constrained 

through Lagrange multipliers. These equations of motions are rather lengthy (depending on the 

number of manipulator units in the system), highly nonlinear, non-autonomous and coupled. 

They can be expressed in the general and compact form as 

M(q, Oq + F(q, q, 0 = Q(q, q, 0 (2.1) 

where M(q, t) is the system mass matrix with q as the vector of generalized coordinates; 

F(q, q, t) is the force vector, which contains centrifugal, Coriolis, gravitational, elastic and 

internal dissipative forces; Q(q, q, /) represents the generalized forces, and contains the control 

inputs. Equation (2.1) describes the inverse dynamics of the manipulator system. For control and 

simulation of the system, the forward dynamics is required. For this, equation (2.1) must be 

solved for q using 
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q = M ' ( Q - F ) (2.2) 

Solving this equation requires 0(N3) arithmetic operations in the computation of the inverse of 

the inertia matrix, M"1, where TV is the number of units in the manipulator model system. As 

can be judged the computational cost for such an operation could be prohibitive for large values 

of N . In view of this, an O(N) algorithm where the number of arithmetic operations increases 

linearly with the number of bodies in the system (N) has been developed. This results in much 

more efficient computation. The coordinates required to describe the system kinematics are taken 

to be generalized coordinates in order to make the formulation as general as possible. However 

sometimes it is useful to specify some of these generalized coordinates depending on the 

executed task. 

By the Lagrangian approach, the methodology consists of deriving the system energy using the 

decoupled set of coordinates q and thereafter converting them into a more convenient coupled 

set q. Note that q is composed of the inertial positions and orientations and the lengths of the 

units, the inertial angular position of the rotors in the revolute joints, and the time dependent 

generalized coordinates for the transverse elastic displacement of the flexible payload. In 

obtaining the coupled set of coordinates, the inertial rectilinear position of a unit is converted into 

the translation of the unit from the tip of the previous unit, and the inertial angular position of a 

rotor is converted into the angular motion of the rotor with respect to the stator in the revolute 

joint. The inverse and the time derivative of the mass matrix are computed as: 

M"1 =R" 1 ( l -R c )M" 1 ( l -R c ) r R- r (2.3) 

M = (Rv)rMRv + (Rv)rMRv + ( R ' ^ M R * (2. 4) 

In these equations the matrices R, R%and Rv are the velocity transformation matrices and M 

is the system mass matrix associated with the decoupled set of generalized coordinates. Details 

of these matrices and the underlying analysis are found in [27]. Note that R and M are block 

diagonal, which are inverted in equation (2.3). Hence their inversion is an 0(N) process. Also 

the structure of the remaining matrices in equation (2.3) allows their multiplication to be of 

<9(N).Thus 
inversion of the system matrix in terms of the coupled set of generalized 

coordinates, is now an O(N) process, which is computationally much more efficient. 
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For the manipulator to recover or properly adapt to any failure mode by successfully identifying 

the failure, the inverse kinematics of the manipulator is needed. The two-module manipulator has 

four degrees of freedom. Hence if one of the joints would fail, the manipulator could still 

complete the task provided that it is achievable with the remaining three degrees of freedom. 

When a failure is detected in any one of the joints, with the inverse kinematic algorithm a new 

desired joint trajectory can be computed for the three operational links and provided to the 

controller. The algorithms for only the no failure and shoulder joint failure mode are presented 

here. 

When both modules of the manipulator system are fully operational, the system needs only three 

degrees of freedom to reach and orient towards a planar target. The system has one redundant 

degree of mobility for planar tasks. Rather than tackling the kinematic redundancy of the 

manipulator system, the length of the first deployable link is fixed. The other three joint variables 

are then solved geometrically. 

Figure 2-10: Schematic diagram of the two-module manipulator 

Figure 2-10 shows a schematic diagram for a two-module deployable manipulator performing a 

targeting and pointing task. With (xd, yd) and <j> being the desired target and the pointing 

direction, respectively, and /, fixed at an arbitrary value, we can express the joint locus with 

respect to the manipulator tip as: 
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(xd - l2 cos^f + (yd -1\ sin^)2 = if (2. 5) 

This is a quadratic equation in l2, which may be solved to give 

l2 = {xd cos^ + yd sm0)±^(xdcos0 + yd sin^)2 - [xd + y] -If) 

6X =arctan 
f 7 • J.\ 

yd-i2
sm0 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
v x r f - / 2 c o s ^ 

and 

e2=(j)-dx (2.8) 

The obvious choice for the possible solution for l2 is the smaller value, for the reasons of less 

movement and lower inertia of module # 2, thus less effort for the slew manoeuvre of this 

module. 

Now the inverse kinematics is carried out with the shoulder joint of the two-module manipulator 

failed. In this case the revolute joint is locked at some position. The manipulator is left with three 

other degrees of freedom to complete the desired manoeuvre. 

When 6X is fixed, then in order to achieve the desired orientation, 62 has to be equal to <j)-6x. 

The corresponding deployable lengths of the modules can be computed by expressing the elbow 

joint coordinates x and y in terms of Gx and /,, and 62 and l2, respectively, and equating them 

to the x and y coordinate expressions: 

x coordinate: l{ cos 0X = xd - 1 2 cos <f> (2.9) 

y coordinate: /, sin^ = yd -12 sin^ (2. 10) 

Solving these equations simultaneously yields the expressions for /, and l2 as: 

yd-xd*z+ ( 2 U ) 

sin 6X - cos 9X tan <f> 

h=_yA-xito*&i_ ( 2 1 2 ) 

sin <j> - tan 0X cos (/> 
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CHAPTER 3 STRUCTURAL FAILURE DETECTION 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter deals with the development and formulation of the methodology for the detection 

and identification of structural failure for the multi-modular deployable manipulator system 

(MDMS). There are several possibilities of structural failure in the MDMS. The failure could be 

a partial or total. The various scenarios for total failure are: 

• Free swinging of a revolute joint or alternatively free sliding of a prismatic joint. This 

could be due to disengagement of transmission, loss of power, and so on 

• Locked joint (rotary or translatory) because of jamming of bearings or transmission or 

failure of motor in the braked condition 

• Failure of data acquisition for a joint 

• Sensor failure at j oint 

The partial failure may occur due to: 

• Slippage in a joint. This can be due to increased backlash, partial disengagement of 

transmission, and wear or malfunction of some part 

• Increased resistance in joint movement. This may happen due to the misalignment in 

transmission or bearing, loss of lubrication, and so on 

• Increase in vibration. This can be due to wear, damage, or misalignment of gearing, 

bearings, and other moving parts. 

It is of utmost importance to study these failure modes in order to detect them accurately and 

quickly during operation of the robotic manipulator. The manipulators under study are useful in 

remote locations or hazardous environments where it may not be feasible to use humans. Hence 

the reliability and dependability of these manipulators is of prime importance. The various types 

of failures listed previously represent some of the common and important failure modes. A robot 

may get stuck or buried under a heavy load while performing a task. A link may bend or crack 

due to the impact of a falling or colliding object and may fail to function normally. Containment 

seals may break and allow dust and contaminants to penetrate into the system thereby causing 

abrasion of the sliding surfaces, increased friction, and corrosion. In view of all such known and 

unknown hazards that a manipulator may have to face it is very important that a practical 

manipulator is thoroughly evaluated using experimentation as well as computer simulation 

before it is commissioned for a task. In particular, fault tolerance with respect to real failure 



scenarios has to be investigated to gain confidence in the system. Through such investigations it 

is possible to understand the behaviour of the manipulator system under practical conditions and 

to determine in advance the failure modes under which the manipulator will be able to function 

adequately and complete the task. Also, one will be able to develop alternative approaches to 

overcome other failure situations. 

The identification of a malfunction or failure involves two tasks; namely, decision and 

estimation. In the present work the decision of the type of failure that exists is done in an optimal 

manner on the basis of the cost associated with various decisions that include both correct and 

incorrect decisions. The development of the failure identification process is based on Bayesian 

hypothesis testing. The assumption of a Gaussian problem is done in this context. The Gaussian 

assumption is justified in view of the familiar central limit theorem [2] and it is commonly used 

in various engineering systems, as in the present work. The formulated decision logic requires 

the measurement errors and the corresponding covariance matrices, conditioned on each failure 

hypothesis at each sampling instant. Information on this is obtained by sensing and estimation, 

through a bank of Kalman filters. 

3.2 Bayesian Hypothesis Testing 

The main objective of a manipulator system whether fully operational or experiencing some type 

of malfunction is to detect the operating state and bring the job to a satisfactory conclusion using 

the detected information and proper control. In the present work, Bayes hypothesis testing is 

applied to identify the operating conditions of the manipulator, before taking corrective control if 

a malfunction exists. In the development of Bayes hypothesis testing, first the system is assumed 

to take one of several, say M, disjoint states each of which is associated with a considered 

failure mode. Based upon a suitable test and observations, the most likely hypothesis is selected. 

The various common tests used for this purpose are: 

• Bayes test 

• Likelihood ratio test 

• Minimax test 

The Bayes test is the most general method and the other two are special cases derived from it. In 

the likelihood ratio test, different hypotheses are given the same apriori probabilities of 

occurrence. In the minimax test, the maximum risk is minimized. The objective is to find the 

Bayes risk function corresponding to the least favourable apriori probability distribution. The test 

is derived using the general Bayesian procedure. 
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The present method of failure identification is based on Bayes hypothesis testing. First, a 

possible set of failure modes is defined, and a hypothesis is associated with each considered 

failure mode. The most likely hypothesis is selected depending on the observations of the 

response of the manipulator and a suitable test. This test minimizes the maximum risk of 

accepting a false hypothesis, and accordingly the identification methodology is considered 

optimal. The general Bayesian hypothesis testing algorithm is derived by first defining M disjoint 

states or hypotheses, denoted by Hl,H2,H3,...,HM . The observation spaceZ is partitioned 

into M subspaces Z,, Z2, Z3,..., ZM . The system is assumed to take one of the several, say M, 

disjoint states each of which is associated with a considered failure mode. Then the observation 

space is given as 
M 

Z = (JZ: (3.1) 

If the observation vector falls into a particular observation subspace Z,, then H, is chosen as the 

most likely hypothesis. Mathematically, we can state that as 

yeZ ,=> accept H, (3. 2) 

The subspaces Z;. are determined by minimizing the risk function B , which is defined as the 

expected value of the cost function denoted by C(H,H). This cost function specifies the penalty 

or loss or cost of making an incorrect decision. Here H denotes the hypothesis set 

{//, ,H2,H3,..., HM }. Particularly, C,y is the cost of accepting the hypothesis Hi when the 

hypothesis H. is actually true. The risk function can be expressed as 

MM . . 

B = E[C{U, H)] = £ £ CijP(Hi, Hj) (3. 3) 

where P\Hi, H'.) is the joint probability that Hj is accepted when Hj is true: 

p{H„Hj)=P(Hi/Hj)PHj (3.4) 

and 

P(H,IHJ)= If^iy/HjW (3.5) 

z, 

where 

P\HJHj) is the conditional probability of accepting//,, given that H j is true, 
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PH is the apriori probability of occurrence of H j and fY/H xy/Hj) is the conditional probability 

density function of the observation random vector given that B is true. 

The substitution of equation (3.5) in equation (3.3) yields, 

MM e l \ 
B = TLCijp

Hj\fm\ylHj)dy (3.6) 
i=l 7=1 

Since 

we get 

J/v/H(y/^)* = i 

M M 

°=I V*, - 1 1 % jfwb/Hjte 
7=1 1=1 

Thus the risk function may be expressed as 

M M J M 

7=1 

^ (3.7) 

where 

^ = ( Q - ^ K / Y / H ( y / ^ ) (3-8) 

The first term on the right hand side of equation (3.7) is a constant and therefore can be 

disregarded in the minimization. Also from equation (3.8) we see that 

/?,.,. = 0 for all i and fiv > 0 for / * j 

because, for a realistic problem with non-zero probability density functions, there is 

Cy>Cij for any / and all j*i (3.9) 

and 

PH/Y»iy^j)>o (3. 10) 

Thus, the risk function (3.7) can be simplified further as 

M f U \ 

*-=Xj U, 
'=1 z, 

dy (3. 11) 
\j=hj*i / 
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Hence, for a particular observation vector say y, if the minimum of ^Py corresponds to i = / 

then we accept H, as the most likely hypothesis because then and only then each integral in the 

summation over /will be at its minimum, hence B* will be minimum. 

Suppose that the apriori probabilities of occurrence of different hypotheses are the same; in 

particular, 

PHj =PH forall j 

and the cost of selecting a correct hypothesis is zero: 

C,. = 0 for i = j 

= C > 0 for i* j 

Then 
M M . . 

As the minimum of this expression is resulted if and only if the largest term in the summation is 

eliminated, the decision logic becomes: 

Accept: H, if fYia {ylH,)> fYfH (y/H,) for all i*l (3.12) 

3.2.1 Gaussian Problem 

The various inputs to the manipulator system and the measurements through the sensors 

generally contain the disturbances usually in the form of noise. The common assumption is that 

the disturbances and noise are independent zero mean Gaussian white noise vectors. This 

common assumption is justified in view of the central limit theorem [2]. If the system initial 

states are Gaussian, then the state vector is also Gaussian because it is a linear combination of the 

initial state and the input disturbances. Accordingly, the measurement vector is also Gaussian. 

Therefore, one has 

fymb'Hj^ wa. , e 2 (3-13) 

Here j>(. is the expected value of the measurement vector conditioned on hypothesis Hj and V,. 

is the covariance matrix of the hypothesis conditioned measurement error y - y,. Since 

logarithm is a monotonic function, the test (3.12) is similar to the following: 

Accept H, if In /y/H {ylH,)> fY/H (y/H,) for all / * I 
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Applying equation (3.13) results in: 

Accept H, if a, < aj for all / * / (3. 14) 

where 

a ^ l n l v J + I C y - y J V ^ y - y , . ) (3.15) 

The decision logic developed here requires the information of the measurement errors y - y. and 

the corresponding covariance matrices V,. conditioned on each hypothesis Ht at every instant 

when the system is checked for any failure and the decision is made. We can obtain this at either 

each sampling instant or after we have some accumulated observations. It is desirable to opt for 

the later as that will produce more accurate decisions, because more information will be available 

at each hypothesis testing stage. In the present work, a decision is made at every sampling 

instant. The hypothesis conditioned errors and the covariance matrices are obtained from a bank 

of M Kalman filters. 

Consider a robotic manipulator whose dynamics given by the following discrete state-space 

equations, which are linearized by expanding the system equation using the Taylor series and 

neglecting the higher order terms: 

x(ifc + l) - <p{k + l,k)x(k) + T(k + l,k)u(k) + r(k + l,k)w(k) 

y(k +1) = Cx(k +1) + v(Jfc +1) 
(3. 16) 

Here w and v are independent zero mean Gaussian white noise processes so that 

£[w] = 0 (3.17) 

£[v] = 0 (3.18) 

£[wv r]=0 (3.19) 

4 v ( / V ( * ) ] = * ; * Q (3-20) 

E[v{jy{k)]=SJkR (3.21) 
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The initial state vector is a Gaussian process that is independent of the input disturbances and 

measured noise, and the mean and the covariance matrix are given by 

£[x(0)]=x(0) = x0 (3.22) 

£[x(o)xr(0)]=P(0) (3.23) 

When the set of past observations {y(l), y(2),..., y(j)} are given, considering the estimate 

x(k I j) of x(k), the optimal estimate is obtained by minimizing the cost function 

E[L(x(k / j))]. The minimized cost function is expressed as 

i (* / j) = E[x(k)IXI),y(2),...,y(j)]] (3. 24) 

where L(x(k I j)) is an admissible loss function of the estimation error 

x(k I j) - x(k) - x(k I j) . From equation (3.16), one obtains 

x(*) = *(*, j)x(j) + X ®(k, 0r(/, / - ih(i -1) + w(i -1)]] 

Taking the Conditional expectation of both sides, knowing (y(l), y(2),..., y(j')} and with the 

assumption that w(z') is independent of y(y') for i> j , the optimal estimate of (3.24) is obtained 

as 

i{k/jj=<*(k/j)kU/j)+ X^(^0r(/,/-l)u(z-l) (3.25) 
1=7+1 

The conditional distribution of a Gaussian random vector x given another one y, is Gaussian 

with mean and the covariance matrix given by the following [20]: 

E[xly] = x + YxyV^{y-y) (3.26) 

P w v = P « - P x , P ; X (3-27) 

where, 

E[x]=x 

4x-xXy-y)1=P„ 

For Gaussian random vectors x, y, and z one has 
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E[x/y, z] = E[x/y, z] = E[x/y] = E[x/z] - x (3. 28) 

where 

z = z- E\zl y] 

Since x(0) and w(j) are Gaussian, x(k) ismerely a sum of Gaussian random vectors, and thus 

is Gaussian. Similarly, y(k) is Gaussian as v(z') and x(z') are Gaussian. 

The operation of this fault diagnosis and control system is shown in the block diagram of Figure 

3-1. The desired motion is the reference motion that is fed to the system. The actual robotic 

motion is compared to the desired motion and is fed to the controller along with the estimated 

output. The corrected output is then linearized and passed through various Kalman filters. The 

results are then processed using the failure mode detection logic. Thereafter the output is 

estimated and compared to the desired output. The PID controller used here controls the 

manipulator motion so that the estimated output matches the desired output. 
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Figure 3-1: Fault Diagnosis and Control System Block Diagram 
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3.3 Joint Failure Modes 

As seen in Section 3.1 there are several failure modes classified as total or partial failure. In the 

current study, the three main failure modes considered are locked joint, free joint and sensor 

failure. These are some of the major failure modes. For a manipulator, a revolute joint and a 

prismatic joint provide the key movements of rotation and translation. The sensor provides the 

target location. Hence in the present work, the focus is made on the study of failure modes on 

account of freewheeling, locking of shoulder joint, locking of prismatic joint and sensor failure. 

The failures can be caused due to various reasons such as those listed in Section 3.1. In the 

current work we have used situations when a power failure takes place, which is quite convenient 

to realize in the laboratory set up. Another advantage is that this does not damage the 

manipulator system. It is to be noted that any other failure mode must be carried out with due 

care as it may damage the robotic system. The errors and the error covariance matrices 

conditioned on different hypotheses, which are associated with the considered failure modes, 

require system models that represent the corresponding failure modes. 

3.3.1 Sensor Failure 

In this mode, the optical encoder (motion sensor) of a revolute joint or a deployable link fails. In 

the normal state the optical encoder provides a reading in number of pulses, which correspond to 

the angular or linear position of the joint. However in the faulty state it is assumed that the sensor 

gives a zero output though the joint motion continues according to the actuator input signal. In 

the present study, this was achieved by replacing the row of the measurement (output) matrix 

corresponding to the sensor that has failed by a null row. The time history graph plotted shows 

that the magnitude of the count increases with time as the manipulator moves with the constant 

torque and force applied to the joints. 

3.3.2 Locked Joint Failure 

Here the relative motion of the joint is stopped due to some form of jamming, power failure, an 

obstacle, or seizure in a joint component such as the gear transmission or the bearings. Once 

locked, the position of the locked joint stays the same as that at the instant just prior to the 

locking, and its relative velocity drops to zero and maintains at this value throughout the locked 

state. The study was also performed where the translatory motion of the unit was locked. In the 

present study, this was achieved by reducing the total degrees of freedom of the manipulator 

system by one, by fixing the generalized coordinate corresponding to the locked joint. In this 
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manner, the equation corresponding to the coordinate for the locked joint is left out from the 

original system of nonlinear equations of motion. 

3.3.3 Freewheeling Joint Failure 

In this failure mode the study is done where there is a free swinging of a revolute joint. This is 

the result of a loss of connection between the harmonic-drive motor and the slew link. This could 

be due to a broken link, slipping or disengagement in the transmission or loss of torque in the 

actuator as a result of malfunction in the drive system or the actuator. When this occurs, the 

corresponding actuator torque drops to zero, having no effect on the manipulator motion. 
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CHAPTER 4 FAULT DIAGNOSIS AND CONTROL 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, experimental investigations are carried out using the physical robotic system 

multi-module deployable manipulator system (MDMS) to establish the effectiveness of the 

developed procedure in detecting a set of important failure modes. Also investigated is the 

effectiveness of the experimental robot in completing a robotic task, under joint failure, by using 

kinematic redundancy. The results presented in this chapter verify through experimentation the 

conclusions arrived at, from earlier work by computer simulation [27]. 

4.2 Joint Failure Identification 

The failure mode identification algorithm that uses Bayesian hypothesis testing, as developed, is 

implemented in the experimental manipulator, MDMS for detecting joint failures. To gain 

confidence in the operation of the experimental robot developed in our laboratory, in the 

presence of sensor failure and a locked joint, the algorithm has been tested on a single module of 

the manipulator, and thereafter on the two-module manipulator. The sampling period for the 

linearized and discretized models is chosen to be equal to the control time step. The outputs that 

are measured in the present study are the position for the revolute and prismatic joints. They are 

measured with the optical encoders mounted on the joint motor shafts. The inputs to the 

manipulator are the forces and torques provided to the motors. 

In the current study, the following four hypotheses are investigated through experimentation: 

1. HI: No failure 

2. H2: Sensor failure 

3. H3: Locked joint 

4. H4: Free joint 

The matrix R in equation (3.21) is selected such that there is a higher noise covariance associated 

with a failed sensor. The actual value of Q in equation (3.20) and R depend on the sensors used 

and the engineering units that vary from one system to another. 

4.2.1 No Failure 

Necessarily, the case where there is no failure is also one of the hypotheses that is tested. This is 

in fact the normal state when the manipulator is functioning properly. The revolute joint for the 

base link, after initial fluctuations, reaches the steady state. A similar pattern is observed for joint 

one of the manipulator. The prismatic joints in both cases extend to the desired level to reach the 
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target point. The experimental results are plotted in Figure 4-1 for each link. It is seen that each 

joint motion attains the steady state, as required. The velocity curves for the revolute joints, after 

initial disturbance, attains the equilibrium state and reaches the steady state when reaching the 

target. The revolute joints attain the normal state and the prismatic joint extends to reach the 

target point, under PID control. 
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Figure 4-1: Joint Responses Under Normal Operation 
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The trip trajectory of the robot, under normal operation corresponding to Figure 4-1, is shown in 

Figure 4-2. It is seen that a desired target is reached while initial motions of the tip fluctuation are 

suppressed by PID controller. Compensation for the inertial forces and the torque has been 

required to correctly achieve the target. This gives us the confidence in the proper function of the 

physical manipulator and its control hardware and software, under conditions of normal 

operation. 
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Figure 4-2: Tip Trajectory of the Manipulator Under Normal Operating conditions 

4.2.2 Sensor Failure 

In the mode of sensor failure, the optical encoder of a revolute or deployable joint is considered 

to fail. In normal operation, these encoders provide a reading in terms of pulses that correspond 

to the angular or linear position of the joint. In the case of a sensor failure the corresponding 

sensor provides a zero output reading although the joint motion continues according to the 

actuator input signal. In simulation studies [27] the row of the measurement matrix C 

corresponding to the failed sensor was replaced by a null row. This was done with the realistic as 

stated before. In the physical experimentation the connection to the sensor is removed to give a 

zero reading, the manipulator is allowed to function, and the corresponding joint response is 

plotted. As the sensor power was disconnected for the first joint, the revolute joint of the base 

link was unaffected and reached the steady state. However, the first joint could not reach the 

steady state. The prismatic joint of the base link failed to extend, and the magnitude of prismatic 

joint of the first link increased (i.e. the link extended) as the manipulator moved with the constant 

torque and force applied to the joints. The manipulator was able to reach the target, under 

control. The corresponding results are presented in Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3: Manipulator Response Under Sensor Failure 

It is observed that since the sensor failed for link 1, the rotational motion of link 1 could not 

achieve the target position. While the base link was operating in a normal manner, the prismatic 

joint extended with time as the manipulator operated. The joint adjusted and extended under 

control, to compensate for incorrect sensor reading, and reached the desired target point. The 

failure in sensor did not affect the speed of the controller and hence due to the availability of the 

redundant degree of freedom the manipulator was able to reach the target in the same time as in 

the normal operation scenario. 

4.2.3 Locked Joint Failure 

To implement the case of joint failure, the relative motion of a joint is stopped by some 

mechanism. This reduces the total number of degrees of freedom of the manipulator system by 

one. Once locked, the position of the locked joint stays the same as that at the instant just prior to 

the locking, while its relative velocity drops to zero and maintains the same value throughout the 

locked state. 
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In the present experiment, this case of failure is achieved by disconnecting the power to a 

particular joint motor while the braking is engaged. This represents a real state scenario where 

the power leads to a joint motor gets snapped due to some reason. The time response for this case 

is presented in Figure 4-4. There is an abrupt change in the velocity of the deployable base link at 

the instant the shoulder joint is locked; specifically, between the 15 to 30 sec period. The time 

delay corresponds to the disconnection of the power. However, the revolute joint of the first link 

is unaffected and functions in the normal fashion achieving the desired state. Though the velocity 

response attains the steady state, the base revolute joint gets locked at the instant the power is 

disconnected and stays in the same position for the rest of the cycle. During this stage the base 

prismatic joint tries to extend in the positive direction and then decreases as the moment of 

inertia of module 2 increases due to the extension of its deployable link. Through dynamic 

coupling, the shoulder joint rotates in the opposite direction to the elbow joint. Also the module 

moves at a slower pace because of the higher load and inertia, which it is driving. The locked 

shoulder joint fails to provide the torque to move the link and the manipulator fails to achieve the 

target. 
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Figure 4-4: Manipulator Response Under Locked Joint 

It is observed that when the failure occurs in the base revolute joint, then joint 1 tries to provide 

some compensation. However the prismatic joints fail to extend and achieve the target due to the 

increase of inertial force due to extension of the adjoining link. This is verified from the plot of 

the end effector trajectory of the manipulator, as shown in Figure 4-5. It is noticed that the tip 

failed to reach the target. 
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Figure 4-5: Trajectory of the Manipulator Tip 

The same test was repeated while locking the shoulder joint. Similar results were obtained when 

joint 1 was locked, as seen in Figure 4-6. The prismatic joint extended to achieve the target as 

seen. However, the velocity response of base joint and joint 1 maintained equilibrium, and joint 1 

extended to reach the goal position. The manipulator was unable to reach the target. 
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4.2.4 Free Wheeling Joint Failure 

In the case of free-wheeling failure, we consider free swinging of a revolute joint. This could 

result from disconnection of gear engagement, breakage of a link or gear, slippage of 

transmission, or loss of connection between the motor and the link. All these failures result in the 

loss of torque in the actuator. As the actuator torque drops to zero, it fails to control the 

manipulator motion. In the experimental system this state is achieved by disconnecting the power 

to the actuator motor when the braking is not engaged. We observe that when the shoulder joint 

is set free, the movement of the shoulder becomes faster and it swings further in the negative 

direction. This is because a positive torque is not available to counteract the negative torque 

generated through dynamic coupling. The uncontrolled movement induces increased deployment 

and higher velocity in the base prismatic joint. As for joint # 1 in spite of the constant slew joint 

torque, the magnitudes of the position and velocity responses are larger. The results are presented 

in Figure 4-7. 
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As the revolute joint of the manipulator base loses its torque, joint 1 tries to achieve the 

equilibrium state and prismatic joint extends to reach the target. Prismatic joints function in the 

normal manner. In the absence of a positive torque the revolute joint fails to achieve the direction 

and there exists a free swinging of the base arm that swings further and faster in an uncontrolled 

manner in the negative direction. This faster motion induces an increased deployment and higher 

velocity in link 1. As expected in the absence of a positive torque, the manipulator fails to stay in 

control and fails to reach the target point. The final trajectory of the tip point is shown in Figure 

4-8. 
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Figure 4-8: Tip Trajectory of the Manipulator 

Similar results are obtained when the free swinging occurs in joint 1. The base revolute joint 

achieves the steady state; however, the negative torque in joint 1 causes free swinging of the arm. 

This response is shown in Figure 4-9. 
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The traced path of the tip is shown in Figure 4-10. It is seen that due to the absence of a positive 

torque, the tip swings and the target is never achieved. 
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Figure 4-10: Tip Trajectory of the Manipulator 

4.2.5 Prismatic Joint Locking Failure 

The study is extended to carry out an experimental investigation when jamming of a prismatic 

link takes place so that it cannot extend or retrieve further. In a real life scenario this may result 

from jamming of the links due to additional friction generated on site due to bending of a link, 

dust collection, failure of the retracting motor or snapping of the power line to the motor. In the 

present experiments, this is achieved by disconnecting the power to the prismatic link motor. In 

particular, when the power supply to the base link prismatic joint is disconnected, it is observed 

that the revolute joint of the base and link 1 achieve steady state. The revolute joints move as a 

result of the applied constant torque and force. There is an abrupt change in the velocity of the 

base link approximately at 50 sec instant and reduces to zero. Link 1 extends to its deployable 

length and moves due to the inertial force, and due to the redundant degree of freedom the target 

is achieved, as shown in Figure 4-11. 
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Figure 4-11: Manipulator Response Under Failure of the Base Link Prismatic Joint 
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The corresponding trip trajectory is shown in Figure 4-12. It is observed that the failure in one of 

the prismatic joints is accounted for and is compensated by the movements in the other link, and 

the tip achieves the target position. 
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Figure 4-12: Tip Trajectory of the Manipulator 

Similar experimental results were obtained when the prismatic joint of the second link was 

jammed. The corresponding responses of the manipulator are presented in Figure 4-13. 
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In this case link 1 has the fixed inertia. It is observed that all the slew movements achieve the 

steady state. The deployable length of base link compensates with its inertial force and the target 

is achieved. The tip trajectory plot shown in Figure 4-14 is similar to the results obtained in the 

previously. 
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Figure 4-14: Tip Trajectory of the Manipulator 

4.3 Discussion of the Results 

The experimental results presented here are as obtained from the laboratory MDMS. It is 

observed that by and large, the failure detection scheme has performed satisfactorily. 

Furthermore, in view of the availability of redundant kinematics in the MDMS, the manipulator 

has been able to complete a given task satisfactorily, under control, even in the presence of a 

joint failure or a sensor failure. These results verify the computer simulations as carried out 

previously [27]. In the simulation study, the manipulator achieved the target position with a joint 

locked. In the experimental investigation it was found to be true in the case of failure in a 

prismatic joint and sensor failure. The same was not found to hold, however, when a revolute 

joint (slew motion) failed. An inference can be made that if the direction is consistent, that is as 

long as the manipulator links have the right direction of motion, the target position can be 

reached under a joint failure. For this reason greater emphasis must be placed on the slew drives 

of the manipulator. 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

5.1 Significance of the Work 

The present thesis focused on the study of failure detection and identification, and fault tolerant 

operation of an innovative multi-modular robot, the Multi-modular Deployable Manipulator 

System (MDMS), which has been designed and developed in our laboratory. In particular, 

Bayesian hypothesis testing was used to identify the failures in the MDMS. The work has a 

significant experimental component where the physical MDMS is subjected to several critical 

failure scenarios in our laboratory. 

As the technology related to automatic control of robotic manipulators advance and as the 

required robotic tasks become increasingly critical and autonomous, the issue of reliability 

becomes more and more important. The ability to detect and identify a fault or a failure mode in 

a system and to continue the execution of the specified tasks in a satisfactory manner without the 

need for immediate human intervention is desirable. This calls for higher system reliability, 

better maintainability, improved survivability, increased efficiency, and greater cost 

effectiveness. Fault tolerant operation of robotic manipulators takes a centre stage in this context. 

In the present work various structural failure modes in a multi-module deployable manipulator 

system were studied through experimentation with a manipulator system developed in our 

laboratory. A methodology based on Bayesian hypothesis testing was implemented in the 

experimental robot, for on-line detection of a set of structural failures and sensor failure in the 

robot. The methodology was integrated into the control system of the manipulator so that, 

through the use of redundant kinematics, a faulty manipulator could operate satisfactorily in 

completing the assigned task, under certain situations. The experimental manipulator used in the 

present investigation has two modules, each having a revolute degree of freedom and a prismatic 

degree of freedom, to give a total of four degrees of freedom. In planar tasks of positioning and 

orientation, which require three degrees of freedom, the experimental robot has one degree of 

kinematic redundancy. It is this extra degree of freedom that is utilized in the fault tolerant 

operation of the manipulator under joint failure or sensor failure. 

Past work on the subject has relied exclusively on computer simulation. The present work is 

particularly significant since it has involved implementation of an analytically sound strategy of 

failure identification into the control system of a sufficiently complex and practical manipulator 

system and using this manipulator for experimental investigation of the techniques of fault 

identification and fault tolerant operation. 
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5.2 Main Contributions 

In the present work, Bayesian hypothesis testing that uses minimization of a cost function to 

identify a faulty condition, and a bank of Kalman filters for the estimation of fault-conditioned 

response were implemented in the control system of an innovative practical robotic manipulator. 

The experimental manipulator has been designed and developed in our laboratory (Industrial 

Automation Laboratory—IAL) of the University of British Columbia. The manipulator, MDMS, 

was intended for research in space-based applications of robotics, in view of the involvement of 

Canada in the development of the International Space Station (ISS) in cooperation with other 

countries. All the existing space based manipulators have exclusively revolute joints, providing 

rotational motions. However, our laboratory manipulator has combined revolute (rotational) and 

prismatic (translational) joints in each module. Several such modules are connected in series to 

form the MDMS, as desired. This innovative design has several advantages when compared with 

its counterparts with purely revolute joints and the same number of links. The main advantages 

are: 

• Simpler decision making requirements; 

• Reduced inertia coupling or dynamic interaction; 

• Better capability to avoid obstacles; and 

• Reduced number of singular positions. 

Fault tolerant operation is critical in autonomous applications in remote locations and under 

hazardous conditions, as in space-based applications. 

In the current work the experimental robotic manipulator was tested under a set of realistic 

scenarios, as encountered in the field, under the conditions of failure in manipulator joints and 

joint sensors. The failure could result from snapping of the power leads, motor failure, gear 

failure, slippage of gear, jamming of joints or gears, collisions resulting in bending or breakage 

of links and joints, and so on. 

The experimental robot consisted of two modules, each having a revolute joint and a prismatic 

joint, providing a total of four degrees of freedom. Only three degrees of freedom are needed, 

however, for positioning and orientation tasks on a plane; consequently the experimental robot 

has one redundant degree of freedom. This redundant kinematics is key to fault tolerant operation 

of the manipulator. It was observed that when there is a failure in the motor of the telescopic 

(deployable or prismatic) link, the manipulator managed to reach the target point with the 

remaining three degrees of freedom. The manipulator compensated for the loss of a degree of 
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freedom and reached the target in a normal manner, under the command of its control system. 

Similar results were obtained for operation under sensor failure. 

In the case of a slew (revolute) joint failure, it was observed that though there was a redundant 

degree of freedom available to assist the manipulator, the manipulator failed to reach the target 

location. This was due to the counter-productive torque produced in the system. The manipulator 

swung in an uncontrolled manner, in the absence of the necessary torque to counter it and bring 

the manipulator under control. Similar results were obtained when the revolute joint was locked. 

In this case manipulator did not swing; however, the manipulator failed to reach the target. The 

reason is the same as before; there was no adequate torque to provide the necessary movement to 

the joint. 

Contrary to the findings through computer simulation, the manipulator system is not to be relied 

upon in all situations. In the case of failure in a revolute, the manipulator link would swing in 

uncontrolled manner, and the manipulator would fail to achieve the target position. In the case of 

failure in a translatory (telescopic, deployable, prismatic) link, the manipulator was able to 

compensate for the failure and reach the target position. In summary, when the manipulator is 

able to position in the desired direction it achieves the goal. Specifically, if the revolute drive 

mechanism works satisfactorily, the manipulator will overcome a fault in another drive and reach 

the goal. 

5.3 Summary and Conclusions 

MDMS, which has been designed and developed in our laboratory, consists of a set of serially 

connected modules, each having a revolute joint and a prismatic link. A general methodology for 

failure detection and identification based on Bayesian hypothesis testing was developed and 

implemented in the control system of this unique deployable manipulator system. Based on 

Bayesian hypothesis testing and using a bank of Kalman filters, the methodology was able to 

accurately identify the structural failures and joint sensor failure in MDMS. 

The MDMS has redundant kinematics. In particular, this planar manipulator system needs only 

three degrees of freedom for a positioning and orientation task. However, the two-module 

experimental manipulator has four degrees of freedom. The present study is used in experimental 

investigation to study the fault tolerant behaviour of the experimental manipulator, which uses 

on-line fault identification and compensation through redundant kinematics. 

The response of the physical manipulator system was obtained experimentally and analysed on

line to determine possible presence of joint failure or sensor failure. If failure is present, by 
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correctly identifying it and using the Kalman filter output corresponding to the particular failure 

mode, the manipulator is commanded to complete the task, with compensation from the 

redundant degree of freedom and under proper feedback control. 

Four failure scenarios were studied in the present experimental investigation, namely: sensor 

failure; free wheeling of a revolute joint; locking of a revolute joint; and locking in a telescopic 

joint. It was observed that in the case of failure in a revolute joint, possibly due to gear failure, 

gear slippage, dust accumulation, power failure, and so on, the manipulator system failed to 

reach the target and thus became unreliable. However, in the case of failure in a telescopic joint 

or sensor failure, the manipulator was able to properly compensate for it and accurately track a 

specified trajectory and reach the target position, with the functional degrees of freedom and 

under command of the manipulator control system. Significant dynamic coupling was observed 

in the presence of joint flexibility, faster manoeuvre, and larger point payloads. It can be 

concluded that even though the methodology of fault identification and control is quite effective, 

the manipulator system needs improvement in its revolute joints. For example, a back-up drive 

may be provided for each revolute joint, to work in synchronism so that the failure of one drive 

can be accommodated by the stand-by drive. 

5.4 Recommendations for Future Work 

The present work has been an experimental investigation, where an analytically sound method of 

fault identification was implemented in the control system of a laboratory manipulator system, 

and tested for several important fault scenarios. This was an extension to computer simulations 

that have been carried out in our laboratory. This main objective has been accomplished in the 

present thesis. The simulation results were verified for the most part; however, it was found that 

only in some scenarios the manipulator succeeded in correctly reaching the target position. 

The experimental investigation utilized the MDMS, which has been designed and developed in 

our laboratory, which consists of a set of serially connected modules, each having a revolute joint 

and a prismatic link. The present study was done using only two modules of manipulators, with a 

total of four degrees of freedom. Apart from the failure conditions studied in the present work, 

there are various other causes such as gear failure, increased backlash, motor failure, jamming of 

gears or links due to increased friction, bending of links, dust accumulation, and so on. It is 

important to further investigate the outcomes for various other types of failure and the behaviour 

of the manipulator under those conditions. While conducting the tests, utmost care must be taken 

as it can result in damage to the manipulator. It must also be noticed that the tests were carried 
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out in the horizontal plane with support provided by rollers. This mimics the zero gravity 

situation and is similar to application in space. However, further investigation may be done 

without the supports, as the links even though rigid, must be able to overcome the bending 

moment at each joint due to further links and dynamic coupling. 

In summary, there are several issues that remain to be studied and demands further investigation, 

as listed below: 

I. As a future investigation, one may perform experiments with more than two manipulator 

modules. This should lead to the exploration of other dynamic issues and stability 

considerations. 

II. Extension of the inverse kinematics algorithm to account for a larger number of modules 

or N modules in general. 

III. Implementation of other, probably more advanced control methodology to perform 

control studies and evaluate the performance of the manipulator. 

IV. The studies can be expanded to various other failure modes scenarios such as slip in joint 

coupling due to backlash, wear or actuator loading, high resistance to joint motion, 

increased vibration due to gear malfunction, actuators or bearings, data acquisition 

failure, and so on. However, before such study is undertaken it is necessary to weigh the 

possible damage to the prototype manipulator, as the necessary repairs could be quite 

costly and time consuming. 

V. Further studies can be conducted by studying the manipulator without roller supports. 

The rollers in the present experimental set up provide support and counter-bending 

moment at each joint. However, if there are more units connected together, then the 

weights of the links will add to the bending moment and will load each consecutive drive 

mechanism, thus generating coupling dynamic forces, which need to be overcome. 

VI. Multiple failure modes can be applied simultaneously to the manipulator and the results 

studied. The present method of fault identification will have to be modified, or the 

number of hypotheses has to be correspondingly increased, in this case. For example, the 

failure of two degrees of freedom simultaneously may be studied in this manner. 
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APPENDIX I 

Numerical data for the parameter values of the experimental manipulator (MDMS) used in the 

present investigation are listed below: 

• Slewing link length, ls = 0.29 m 

• Deploying link length, ld =0.18 m 

• Slewing link linear mass density, ps =3.21 kg/m 

• Deploying link linear mass density, pd = 1.122 kg/m 

• Revolute j oint actuator mass: 

• Module #1: mal =3.6 kg 

• Module #2: ma2 = 0.78 kg 

• Module #3: ma3 =0.51 kg 

• Module #4: ma4 = 0.31 kg 

• Revolute joint actuator inertia: 

• Module #1: Jal =1.2 kg.m2 

• Module #2: Ja2 = 0.0816 kg.m2 

• Module #3: Ja3 =0.043 kg.m2 

• Module #4: Ja4 =0.015 kg.m2 

• Revolute j oint stiffness: 

• Module # 1: Kx = 10000 Nm/rad 

• Module #2: K2 = 8830 Nm/rad 

• Module #3: K, = 1823 Nm/rad 
• Module #4: K4 =712.3 Nm/rad 
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